
FEBRUARY 1895 – Argentina – Steyl – Togo

February 5  -  Argentina
On this day Fr. Arnold began a letter to Superior Becher in Argentina which he fin-

ished on February 7 and sent off on February 8.
Regarding the departure of the first group of Missionary Sisters to Argentina, 

Fr. Becher had asked for a delay. Fr. Arnold was happy with that since it gave him
more time for the formation of the Sisters, which he considered most important. “And
the spiritual–ascetical formation deserves more consideration than the intellectual
one. I am concerned to lay a good foundation in Argentina; for what is neglected in this
regard in the beginning, cannot be easily made up later on. Particularly important is
the choice of the first superior; for it is good that this superior be the one who can be-
come provincial superior later on …So far I have not been able to reach a decision; for
I have to keep some competent sisters here as superiors of the cloistered- and mis-
sionary-sisters, furthermore as directresses of the postulants and novices; the cen-
tral house is just too important. On the other hand, with time individuals grow and they
achieve that spiritual maturity which is necessary for important offices. Furthermore,
we have to train sisters also for Africa (Josef Alt, ed., Arnold Janssen SVD, Briefe nach Südamerika
(Letters to South America), vol. I, Analecta SVD – 65/I, p. 113).

New Building in Steyl
Since Arnold Janssen had decided to begin the foundation of the second branch

of the Servants of the Holy Spirit, the cloistered sisters, a new building was necessary.
In his letter of February 5 to Fr. Becher he mentioned this planned new building for
the sisters: a church for missionary and cloistered sisters, one wing for the cloistered
and one for the missionary sisters (ibid., p. 116).

February 8 – Steyl
The SVD architect, Fr. John Baptist Beckert had designed a plan for the new build-

ing of the sisters: “It was just a sketch without mentioning the estimated total costs”
(ibid, footnote 24). On February 8, the missionary sisters who were members of the
council were able to study the plan.

go all the better as soon as people are convinced: >Truly, Ecuador is a good field
where divine Providence is calling us.< Please, do your part through a thorough dis-
cussion of the situation to help me to get the correct insight into the situation there!”
(Jos. Alt,ed., Arnold Janssen SVD, Briefe nach Südarmerika [Letters to South America] Vol I, pp. 122-123).

Brazil 
March 12 /16/18/23
On March 12 the first two SVD missionaries in Brazil, Frs. Wilhelm Dold and Franz

Tollinger, landed in San Vitória. From there they continued their journey by boat on the
river Santa Maria. On March 16 they arrived in Porto Cachoeiro. A delegation from
Tirol in Santa Leopoldina received them there. There on March 19 they celebrated
their first holy Mass in Brazil. While Fr. Tollinger remained in Tirol, Fr. Dold moved to
the second parish of S. Izabel and there he celebrated his first holy Mass on March
23. “And it was from this parish that Arnold Janssen received a letter signed by nine-
teen men in which they implored the Superior General in the name of the parish to
leave the two priests with them or at least send others in their place. For twelve years
they had had no German priest” (Jos. Alt, transl. Frank Mansfield, Jacqueline Mulberge, Journey
in Faith, p. 574).

Steyl
Institute for mission teachers
On March 12 Fr. Arnold completed a timetable for the teachers’ training of the

Sisters and he chose Pope Gregory as patron (Mother Maria Helena Stollenwerk,
chronicle).

The training course began on March 15 with Sisters Gabriele and Michaele in
charge of it. The course “lasted for six semesters, with two additional semesters for
general review and practice teaching. The institute … did not have state recognition
since its primary purpose was not to train teachers for German schools, but for
schools in the missions.” In line with this primary purpose, it set up its own curricu-
lum. Besides the usual subjects taught in a teachers’ training college, the curriculum
included English, Spanish, French, music, embroidery, needlework and vestment-
making, as well as a course in the proper care of the sick and in First Aid” (Fritz Borne-
mann, transl. John Vogelgesang, Arnold Janssen, Arnoldus Press Manila, 1975, p. 239). 
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GOD HELPS US!
THEREFORE HAVE COURAGE!

(Arnold Janssen)

To all of you a blessed and  happy New Year!



Togo
On the same day, February 8, Arnold Janssen wrote separate letters to the SVD

superior Fr. Bücking, and the ecclesiastical superior, that is the administrator of the
apostolic prefecture, Fr. Dier. Fr. Arnold was concerned for good cooperation between
the two. He urged them “to deliberate together and act along the same lines.” To Fr.
Bücking he also wrote: “Now it is your task to prepare the ground for all our future mis-
sion provincials – a very important responsibility. Do not err on the side of modesty.
[…] How other congregations go about it can serve as a model, but learn to plough
your own furrow” (Jos. Alt, transl. Frank Mansfield, Jacqueline Mulberge, Journey in Faith, Steyler Ver-
lag, Nettetal 2002,  p. 645).

MARCH 1895 – 5 March - Argentina

Letters to Superior/Praepositus Fr. Becher and to Frs. Löcken and Grüter

Letter to Fr. Becher
Fr. Arnold gave  Fr. Becher some advice regarding the administration of the 

Argentine province; for instance:
“Concerning your councilors, Fr. Löcken must definitely be one of them [Löcken

and Becher were the first two SVD missionaries in Argentina]. … Place near you those
whom you need to advise you; because advice given in letters is always inade-
quate”(Jos. Alt, ed., Briefe nach Südamerika [Letters to South America], vol. I, pp. 118-119).

Letter to Fr. Herman Löcken
Vivat Hermanus! Dear Fr. Löcken!
Congratulations and blessings for your name day [April 7]! At present you are in

Crespo, are you not? Therefore I send you these lines through Rev. Fr. Praepositus! At
the same time, as you are the oldest confrere, I admonish you always to stand by him
loyally and to help him by giving him the support he needs to bear his heavy burden,
which is always getting bigger the greater the number of priests and brothers there
grows. By the way, I am not saying this because I thought it might be necessary or be-
cause Fr. Praepositus had made a request in this regard (that is not the case). I say
it simply because my heart urges me to do so, convinced as I am that you are glad to
do something in that line. …

From the bottom of my heart I thank you for the many and very detailed letters
which you have written to me. I beg you, continue doing so. It is most enlightening for
me. Several of the letters I have read more than once and underlined the outstanding
points red and blue. 

Do not neglect to point out necessary things regarding individual confreres or
special matters. I would be surprised if our newspaper [Argentine Peoples’ Friend]
comes out as a success. Until now I haven’t heard anything about it.

Right now Fr. Beckert is here and has drawn up plans [for the new building of the
sisters]. The printing press has been set up and painted. [It was put into operation in
November 1893 and blessed on November 1, 1894.] …

The rotation press is proving very valuable; now we can also print the illustra-
tions of  the St. Michael’s Almanac and the Stadt Gottes with it (ibid., pp. 119-120).

Letter to Fr. Ludger Grüter
Name day greetings [for the feast of St Ludger, 26 March]
[Fr. Arnold mentions the delay in sending the first Steyl Missionary  Sisters]
“The delay suited me well; for I have learned that I need the oldest teaching sis-

ters here in order to train others. Half a year further on I will be able to send good and
talented persons; furthermore, with time I will have more and more teachers; I can’t
send any novices…You have a capable teacher there [the German Argentine lady
Ernestine Strassener, who later became known as Sr. Rosa, the first Argentinian Holy
Spirit Sister] (ibid. pp. 115. 121).

Steyl – March 7-9
Since Fr. Arnold planned the establishment of a training course for mission teach-

ers, he sent the two experienced teachers, Sr. Gabriele and Sr. Michaele to the Teach-
ers’ Training College in Xanten/Germany. They were to see the “arrangements, the
study plans, teaching materials and the ‘what’ and ‘how’” (Ortrud Stegmaier, transl. Jacque-
line Mulberge) Mother Maria Helena Stollenwerk, Groundwork, Quellen (Sources) 10, Rome 2003, p.336,
footnote 1). 

Ecuador 
March 8 – Letter to Fr. Neuenhofen
“… consider my responsibility, which you have to bear with me, since your re-

ports must be the basis for the decisions which are made.
“Therefore, assess a situation always rather soberly and prudently and con-

cerning important undertakings discuss the pros and cons briefly and tersely, thus 
enabling me to make my own judgment as soon as possible. 

For instance, regarding an hacienda (farm), first Canoa was considered the right
place, then the coast near Manta, finally Jorge, but I don’t know why.

“Don’t think that I will agree to such an enterprise after just a few words, and in
particular I won’t do so since I see how quickly the opinions change. I know how bad
things are regarding roads in Ecuador and that communication is always the first and
most difficult question, the neglect of which could possibly revenge itself with the com-
plete collapse of expensive facilities. But I don’t find Jorge on our maps. I must receive
something more about the place (a more exact map or drawing with addition of the
measurements or the indication of the lengths of lines according to standard meas-
urement), that would enable me to study the issue. Once I have learned by experience
how correct your and Fr. Pierlo’s judgment is, it will make things easier for me.

“I can only think that all that has happened during the past months was pretty
unpleasant for you. However, don’t lose courage because of it, when you see that you
yourself learned much from it. Training of the chosen tools is always the first and most
important task, and any apprenticeship comes at a price. Hopefully later things will
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